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From the Head

The focus this week has been 
on mental health awareness 
and a number of activities and 
assemblies have taken place 
to mark this. I particularly 
loved visiting our Nursery this 
week and seeing the beautiful 
flowers which the children 
were colouring in so carefully 
to celebrate teachers. You will 
find their work in this edition 
of The Week. Walking out of 
the Nursery I spotted the first 
daffodil in the school grounds, 
in full bloom – a real symbol 
of hope. It is positive to see 
the engagement in our weekly 
challenges too taken up by our 
pupils – thank you to everyone 
who has taken part so far. 
Remember to send a photo 
of your entry each week to 
challenge@junior-kings.co.uk.

We are proud of all our pupils 
who took part in both the 11+ 
Academic Awards and also the 
King’s School’s 13+ Scholarship 
Awards this term in Art, DT, 
Drama and Music. Normally we 
would celebrate with them all 
and congratulate everyone in 

assembly, but we will wait 
until we are back at school 

for this.

With one week left 
until half term, I would 
like to thank the entire 
staff and all our pupils 

for all their hard work 
and resilience over the last 

few weeks of term, and a big 
thank you to our parents for all 
the unwavering support in these 
difficult circumstances.

We look forward to everyone 
returning to school when it is 
safe to do so again. 

Emma (5S)Lucinda (3L)

Edward (7D)

Riichi (7C)

Mrs Károlyi

For last week’s challenge, Lucinda spied snowdrops, Emma saw a wintery 
robin, Edward photographed a swan swimming on the flooded rugby 
pitch, Mrs Károlyi spotted a magical pool in a tree root and Riichi took in 
two sides of Tokyo: culture via the Olympic Stadium and nature in one of 
the many parks, where he saw all these ladybirds hidden in a fence.

http://www.junior-kings.co.uk
challenge@junior-kings.co.uk
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13+ Awards at  
The King’s School

Oliver to play in  
fundraising concert

We are delighted to announce that Junior King’s 
pupils were awarded a total of five scholarships 
and five exhibitions overall, and eleven of our 
pupils were placed on excellence programmes 
across the different creative subjects – Art, Music, 
Drama and DT. We are very proud of these 
achievements and of the hard work of everyone 
who took part.

Best of luck to Oliver 
(5S), who will be 
taking part in an online 
fundraising concert for 
Help Musicians UK on 
Saturday 6 February. 
One of 14 musicians 
aged 9-17, Oliver will be 
playing alongside some 
very talented young 
people, including three 
BBC Young Musician 
finalists. The concert 
has been organised in response to the effects 
of the pandemic on musicians and we are very 
proud of Oliver for getting behind this cause.

Year 3 have been creating illuminated positive message 
boards with interchangeable messages in DT. Lovely 
work here from Findlay, Juno, Amory and Cassiopea.

Year 5 have been studying Sikhism in Humanities. This 
week, they worked on recreating the khanda symbol 
and thinking about its meaning. Then they designed 
their own symbol showing features important to their 
own lives and personalities. Some pupils also created 
small displays of objects representing key parts of 
their lives, after learning about important elements in 
the Gurdwara. Work by Lina, Beatrix and Tiffany.

http://www.junior-kings.co.uk
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Our Week in Online Learning

Members of 4W dressed up for Hugo’s birthday last 
week! Here’s Princess Leia (aka Isabelle) with the 
marvellous robot she made in DT, along with work by 
Santino, Freya and Darius.

Max (Year 1) wrote this gripping castle adventure story!

Reception have loved learning about polar bears this 
week. They even became scientists and discovered that 
polar bears have a thick layer of fat, called blubber, 
to keep themselves warm in the freezing Arctic 
temperatures. Here is a picture of Will conducting his 
“blubber glove” experiment. The class also made polar 
bear pictures using their hand prints. Here are Ellie 
and Dolly’s bears

Q: Do polar bears have white fur?

A: No! Their fur is actually see-through! 

Beautiful work by Year 6 pupils Max, Chloe and Noah, 
inspired by Aboriginal art.

http://www.junior-kings.co.uk
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Our Week in Online Learning

Our Pre-Prep key worker children have paid their respects to Captain Sir Tom Moore this week. What an 
inspiration and a reminder to us all, young and not so young, that one person can make a real difference.

Abstract collage compositions for Art by Chiara (8M), 
Thomas H (8S), Ruby (8SK) and Caroline (8SK).

This week, Nursery have been investigating sensory 
experiences with a snowy theme. They explored sparkly 
shaving foam, discovering it was soft and fluffy and 
smelled like everyone’s daddies! A snowy messy tray 
with glitter sprinkled into sugar was an opportunity 
to practise writing the letters in their names with their 
fingers. They also made snowmen with sparkly white 
playdough, decorating them using a range of craft 
materials. All we need now is some real snow!

http://www.junior-kings.co.uk
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Our Week in Online Learning

Year 3 have been studying the Egyptians through a variety of activities. 
Here are Melody and Elliot’s Ancient Egypt acrostic poems, Eva and 
Charlie with their sarcophagi and Agnes with her Pharaoh cake.

Year 4 have been enjoying studying 
the world of water in Geography. 
Here are Devita and Serena’s 
drawings showing the different 
features of rivers.

Year 1 talked about the Big 
Garden Birdwatch last Friday on 
Teams. Mitzi drew this picture of 
a blackbird from her treehouse as 
she observed it. She also kept a 
count of the birds that she spotted, 
which she shared with the class 
on Teams. Many of the children 
spotted garden birds through their 
binoculars or from their windows.
They saw robins, blue tits, pigeons, 
sparrows and more. Some of the 
class also hung out bird feeders 
close to their windows to be able to 
spot them.

Year 2 have started learning about 3D shapes this week. They’ve found 
examples of 3D shapes around the home or in the classroom, learned their 
names and described their properties using language like faces/surfaces, 
edges and vertices. Great work here from Charlie R, Rafferty and Amara.

http://www.junior-kings.co.uk
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Our Week in Online Learning

4M have looked at Roman cooking and eating this week. Here are Dylan 
and Lewis’s Roman party invitations and Serena’s feast menu.

Mrs Károlyi spotted the first daffodil 
in bloom in the school grounds this 
week beside the Nursery.

Reception have enjoyed practising 
their addition and subtraction skills 
by playing board games. Great 
work here by Stefanie and James.

Year 1 have been learning how to sequence traditional tales in their English 
work. This week they have looked at Rapunzel. Here’s Coco’s lovely work.

Emperor Hadrian’s Feast

Serena’s Menu

Jentaculum

Honey, Olives & Dates 

Wine & Bread 

Wheat Pancakes

Prandium

Salad, Bread, Fruit & Cheese 

Fish 

Cold Meat 

Vegetables

Cena

Wild Pig 

Venison 

Mutton 

Salad 

Shellfish

Dear Friend

I would like to invite you 
to my party on Saturday at 
sunset. The menu served 
with wine will include:

Gustus: salad, eggs, shellfish, 
hot bread and olives 
Lena: whole salmon baked 
in vine leaves, hamburger, 
sausage and pies 
Secundae Mensae: Pear 
pudding, nuts, dates, honey 
cake

I look forward to it

From Lewis

http://www.junior-kings.co.uk
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Our Week in Online Learning

4M have given us the gift of laughter this week with these lovely limericks.

Louis

I once had a cat named Ronnie 
He was really very jolly 
Ronnie’s twin was called Rej  
He only ate veg  
And they both loved Mimi 
the doggy

Ella

There was a girl from Spain  
Who had a huge drain  
She has a toy  
And loves a boy  
They love walking in rain

Dino

There was a young man who 
builds Lego 
But not from pieces that are 
yellow 
He plays with the bits 
And checks the fits 
And now he has built a fine 
mango!

Hanya

There once was a girl from 
Africa 
Who was asked to sign her 
signature 
She went into town 
And bought a brown clown 
And was asked to make a 
replica

Kayesha

There was a young man from 
Sturry 
Who said, ‘Why am I always 
in a hurry?’ 
He jumped on the bus  
And made a fuss 
Then went home and ate 
some curry

William

There once was a boy called 
Chip 
Who wanted a pancake to flip 
He tried it in Ealing 
It stuck to the ceiling  
And his kitchen turned into 
a tip! 

Serena

There was an old man of Spain 
Who sadly got stuck down 
the drain 
‘Oh no!’ he said 
As he got a wet head 
And now he can’t stand any 
rain

Mackenzie

There once was a man from 
Greece 
Who liked to make peace 
He flew to Peru 
Hopped on a kangaroo  
And said its time to go back 
to my niece

Lewis

There was a young pup 
called Basil  
Whose hair, when wet, 
would frazzle 
He loves going for a walk 
Chasing birds that squawk 
And flashing his white teeth 
in a dazzle

Here are the Year 1 key worker 
group’s coats of arms, made as part 
of their castles topic. They miss 
their friends but are having fun 
knowing that they are all working 
on the same projects. Harriet and 
Philippa brought in their real life 
family coats of arms too!

http://www.junior-kings.co.uk
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What’s your vision for the Drama 
Department going forwards?

Mrs Öbo and Mrs Willatts have 
created an amazing Drama 
department and I have been 
very impressed by the pupils’ 
engagement with Drama. I feel 
very fortunate to have inherited 
a department with such a strong 
ethos and tradition of work. I’m 
looking forward to being able to 
teach in the Barn, before too long, 
I hope, and getting to explore the 
scope and potential for Drama at 
Junior King’s in the months and 
years ahead. I believe it’s very 
important to learn about the school 
and pupils before formulating a 
full, or new, vision – so watch this 
space! 

Tell us a bit more about yourself.

I started my career as a Drama 
teacher, but before joining Junior 
King’s, I was a Producer at 
the Marlowe Theatre, creating 
their large-scale community 
productions. Prior to that, I spent 
18 years at Shakespeare’s Globe as 
Head of Learning.

Outside of school, I love going to 
the theatre and am missing it badly 
at the moment. I also really enjoy 
cooking and walking my dog. I 
discovered running, which my dog 
also likes, in the first lockdown.

Meet the staff: Ms Banks, Head of Drama

I started at Junior King’s as Head of Drama three weeks ago, just as 
teaching moved online. It’s been an unusual way to start a new job but I 
have enjoyed enormously meeting and getting to know all of my classes 
on Teams. I have been given such a warm welcome by the pupils and 
all the staff. I teach all classes from Year 3 upwards and have been really 
impressed by the enthusiasm and focus pupils have been bringing to 
their Drama classes, even though we are not physically in the same space. 

What are you looking forward to 
this academic year in the Drama 
Department?

Absolutely everything! From 
starting to teach at school rather 
than on Teams, to weekly lessons 
with all my groups, to creating 
productions again when we are 
able to do so. It will be wonderful 
to make theatre together again. It’s 
going to be a very busy year! 

http://www.junior-kings.co.uk
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On this Friday

Weekly Challenge

Flashback Friday

Where in the World Poem of the Week

On this day in 1936, the iconic film 
Modern Times, starring, directed 
and written by silent film star 
Charlie Chaplin, was released. This 
was the last time Chaplin would 
portray his iconic Little Tramp 
character, who is depicted in the 
film struggling to cope with the 
modern, industrialised world.

This week, we’ve focused on 
Children’s Mental Health Week 
and this year’s theme, “express 
yourself”, in PSHE, form times and 
assemblies. Expressing yourself is 
about sharing feelings, thoughts, or 
ideas through creativity. This could 
be through art, music, writing 
and poetry, dance and drama, 
photography and film, or just doing 
activities that make you feel good. 

This week, you’ve been challenged 
to express yourself! Think about 
what you love and what makes 
you happy or try something new. 
The options are endless! We would 
love to see what you get up to. 
Please do send any pictures in to  
challenge@junior-kings.co.uk.

Do you remember celebrating 
World Book Day in March last year? 
Pre-Prep dressed as their favourite 
characters and enjoyed a dramatic 
reading of Hairy Maclary from 
Donaldson’s Dairy by visiting actor 
Alan Atkins. Middle and Upper 
School celebrated in class with book 
and reading themed lessons, while 
Junior House took part in a series of 
special activities over a whole week, 
including dressing up, a writing 
workshop, a book swap and visits to 
Sturry Library.

In what country would you find 
this film set, which remains in place 
to this day and can be visited for 
tours. A café on site serves “second 
breakfast” to visitors.

The answer can be found later in 
this edition of The Week.

Sometimes

Sometimes  
when I skip or hop 

or when I’m  
jumping

Suddenly 
I like to stop 

and listen to me 
thumping.

Lilian Moore

http://www.junior-kings.co.uk
challenge@junior-kings.co.uk
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Each of the examples below is an animal sound written in four different 
languages. Languages that don’t use our alphabet have been converted into it. 

Which animals do the sounds belong to? 
Answers can be found on the next page.

The Cat’s Meow

1
Summ (German), Zoum (Greek), Boon (Japanese), Vizzz (Turkish)

a) Bird, b) Bee, c) Mosquito, d) Cheetah

2
Pip-pip (Danish), Tziff-tziff (Hebrew), Csip-csirip (Hungarian), Fiyt-fiyt (Russian)

a) Small bird, b) Grasshopper, c) Mosquito, d) Mouse

3
Cot cot codet (French), Ock-ock (Swedish), Gut gut gdak (Turkish), Tok tok (Dutch)

a) Woodpecker, b) Goose, c) Fox, d) Hen

4
Hov hov (Turkish), Guf guf (Spanish), Gav gav (Greek), Vov vov (Danish)

a) Dog, b) Horse, c) Elephant, d) Seagull

5
Hoo hoo (Urdu), Hoh hoh (Japanese), Uh! Uh! Uh! (Russian), Oe hoe (Dutch)

a) Cuckoo, b) Nightingale, c) Monkey, d) Owl

6
Pi-pi-pi (Russian), Squit (Italian), Chu-chu (Japanese), Cin-cin (Hungarian)

a) Small bird, b) Wasp, c) Mouse, d) Pig

7
Paka paka (Japanese), Ta-tá ta-tá ta-tá (Russian), Deg-a-dek (Turkish), Klip-klap (German)

a) Horse, b) Woodpecker, c) Cockerel, d) Cicada

8
Ko ack ack ack (Swedish), Kuty kurutty (Hungarian), Vrak vrak (Turkish), Kvaak (Finnish)

a) Duck, b) Chicken, c) Frog, d) Penguin

http://www.junior-kings.co.uk
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Answers

Where in the World

This image shows a “Hobbit hole” on the Hobbiton 
set, which was built in Waikato on the North Island of 
New Zealand for the Lord of the Rings film series and 
the subsequent Hobbit films.

The Cat’s Meow

1b) Bee
2a) Small bird
3d) Hen
4a) Dog
5d) Owl
6c) Mouse
7a) Horse
8c) Frog

This week’s quiz was adapted from The Language 
Lover’s Puzzle Book by Alex Bellos.

Happy Birthday!

We wish a very happy birthday to the following 
pupils who have their birthdays next week.

8 February
Kyle C

11 February
Grace M

12 February
Amina B 
Arabella J

This week, the Nursery children have joined in 
with Useful & Kind’s #thankyouteachers campaign 
and painted, collaged and carefully coloured some 
beautiful flowers to say thank you to their teachers. 
Much like the rainbows you might have drawn and 
placed in your windows for the NHS, Useful & Kind 
is asking people to join them in colouring in flowers 
and putting them up in their windows to thank school 
staff for what they have been doing throughout the 
pandemic. The Little Barn Nursery is certainly looking 
very cheerful with its windows bursting with blooms. 
We’ve included Useful & Kind’s flower template on 
the next page in case you would like to join in and 
put a flower (or a bunch of them!) in your window 
to thank your teachers. If you would like to share 
your photos with us then you can email pictures in to  
challenge@junior-kings.co.uk.

Blooming Marvellous

Festival of Literature

We have been enjoying exploring books this week 
through the virtual Festival of Literature event. Year 
3 enjoyed the Joseph Coelho event live, learning a 
bit about what makes poetry tick, from rhyme to 
alliteration and crescendo, while Year 7 enjoyed his 
poetry event for young adults. The exciting programme 
of author talks aimed at specific year groups continues 
next week.

http://www.junior-kings.co.uk
challenge@junior-kings.co.uk
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useful 
& kind 
U N L I M I T E D

                                                                                              

#thankyouteachers  
#usefulandkind
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